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The success in understanding dynamics of soft particles inside jets relies on calculations of perturbative QCD,
impressive accuracy of which have already been tested experimentally. However, the theory predicts, that
the inclusive particle spectrum inside jets is independent of a collision energy in the limiting case of zero
momentum ( p → 0 ). In order to test this prediction, a systematic study of world experimental data from
hadron and lepton colliders at the collision energies from tenth of GeV up to the TeV scale at the LHC has
been performed. In this work we present the consecutive analysis which confirms these predictions at the
momentum region above 0.5 GeV/c. We demonstrate that for the particle momenta lower than 0.5 GeV/c the
experimental data break this tendency and show up a new behavior.
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Summary
Apart of the indicated studies was summarized in the article “SoftHadron Production at the LHC” published in
journal “Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics” http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ppnp.2012.01.006. The complete
study is preparing for publication and has not been presented before.
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